OWNER’S MANUAL
ULTRA-TRAK SE 5-in-1 Application System
MODEL 5017

 Operation
 Maintenance
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Ultra-Trak SE 5-in-1 Application System
Operating Instructions
1. Install the head assembly to the Ultra‐Trak base unit. Insert the long pin holder bracket first,
then insert the short bracket on the other side. Lock the mop head in place with the attached
pin. When using the microfiber pad choose the top holes.
2. Attach the plastic tube from the head assembly to the solution connector that exits the pump
compartment at the front of the Ultra‐Trak base unit.
3. Install the lift handle to the head assembly by inserting the “J” hook into the lifting bracket. Lift
the head assembly off the floor and hook it into the “up” positon.
4. Place solution container on the base of the machine. Insert the suction hose into the container
of solution. The metal suction filter at the end of the suction hose should be flat on the bottom
of the container.
5. Position the Ultra‐Trak on the spot where you are going to begin.
6. Set the “Power On” switch to “On,” and press the “Manual Pump” switch and hold until solution
flows through the distribution tube onto the floor. Use the lift handle to lower the head
assembly down while pushing the machine forward. While lifting and lowering the head
assembly, move machine back and forth to saturate the pad with solution. NOTE: Beginning
without enough solution on the pad may cause streaking.
7. As you pull the Ultra‐Trak forward, each revolution of the wheels will activate the pump and
dispense a certain amount of solution according to the timer setting. NOTE: The machine will
only activate the pump when the machine is pulled, pushing the machine does not activate the
pump.
8. Begin pulling in a straight line. Once the initial line is complete, a “wet edge” must be
maintained with an overlap of 3 to 4 inches per pass.
9. Turn unit “off” 15 FT before you finish an area to draw excess finish from the pad.
10. Use a plastic trash bag to cover the head assembly in between coats to protect the manifold and
pad from drying out.

For operational questions or problems call 1‐708‐570‐0650
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Ultra-Trak SE 5-in-1 Application System
Cleaning Instructions
Cleaning out the Ultra‐Trak base unit properly is extremely important and takes only 1 minute! Unused
solution can dry and cause the distribution tube and pump to become inoperable. It will take
approximately one‐half gallon of water (or solvent) to clean the system. For solutions that are not
water‐based, use the solvent recommended by the manufacturer.
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10.

Prepare in advance: A clean 5‐gallon container of water (or solvent) approximately 1/3
full. This is a good place to keep the mop pad if it cannot be rinsed out right away after
a job is complete. Prepare a clean container of water (or solvent) 2/3 full.
Plan your job exit: Near the completion of each job, raise the suction hose out of the
solution ‐container and use up the solution left in the system on the last 20 to 30 square
feet.
Lift the mop head assembly and latch the handle in the up position. Install the drip tray
and move the machine to the cleanup area.
Remove the pad from the head assembly. If the pad has collected debris from the floor,
use a brush to clean them off. Rinse the pad thoroughly, and slowly wash the pad until
all the solution has been removed. Do not machine wash or machine dry the pads.
Remove excess water from the pad and wring it out and hang to dry.
Place the pad back on the head assembly to dry. “Stretched out” drying prevents pad
shrinkage.
Clean the system with clear water (or solvent) using the gallon container. Place the
suction hose into the gallon container and press the “manual pump” switch to clean the
system.
After the distribution tube and pump have been cleaned, remove the distribution tube
from the pad holder. Remove the yellow end caps and verify that the inside of the
distribution tube is clean. Use a scrub pad to remove any build up that has collected on
tube near the holes. Place the yellow end caps back on the distribution tube, and then
reinstall back on the head assembly.
Batteries should be re‐charged each time the machine is used. The 12‐volt smart
charger should be plugged into a 110‐volt outlet in a dry, indoor area. Make sure the
“Power” switch is in the “Off/Charge” position. Low batteries may require up to 5 hours
of re‐charging.
Wipe the Ultra‐Trak down with a clean towel after each use.
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